As a student employee of the Arizona Student Unions, your opinion matters! To help the SHR committee create a better work environment for student workers, please fill out this short online survey about your work experience. All results are completely anonymous.

www.union.arizona.edu/surveys/shr/jobsurvey

Become a fan of Arizona Student Unions SHR on Facebook

Union Sustainability website is up and in full effect! https://www.union.arizona.edu/sustainability Check it out!

Dead day is May 7th; Remember studying is most effective in short, frequent sessions

If you've spotted some people walking around in black polos with clipboards attached to their sides, don't fret. These people are your Student Human Resources (SHR) representatives, and they are eagerly seeking out your opinions with a goal of improving the Unions for student employees and making it the ideal place for UA students to work. In order to do so, they'll need detailed information on how you feel about your work unit, the Arizona Student Unions, your supervisors and leads, your evaluation process, and any other ideas or opinions you have about working here.

When you are approached by these SHR members, know that your opinions are kept both confidential and anonymous. A big thank-you goes out to all employees who have already given their feedback. SHR would love to have your input even if they don't get a chance to personally interview you, so please take the time to fill out the short (3-5 minute) survey on http://www.union.arizona.edu/surveys/shr/jobsurvey/.

If you have any questions about SHR or are interested in joining this student team dedicated to making the Unions the best place for working students, contact Jessica Stoelting, Student Human Resources Coordinator at (520) 626-9205, or become a fan of the new “Arizona Student Unions SHR” Facebook page.
Student Employee Profile
Trevor Riley

-Caitlin Bedrett

Trevor Riley has worked at the Meal Plan Office here in the Student Union for almost two years now, “too long,” said Trevor, “way too long.” “But it’s rad here,” he explained after further questioning, “I have a great boss and everyone I work with is awesome.” Despite his longing for a change in scenery, Trevor is grateful for his job here at the union, going so far as to say that he loves the union and that it’s like a second home to him.

Trevor grew up in Albuquerque, New Mexico, where he played golf and baseball in high school. He left New Mexico to join the coast guard where he spent most his time traveling back and forth between Cuba and Florida. After the coast guard Trevor came here to join us at the U of A to get his bachelor’s degree. He is now a senior and will be graduating with a double major in history and Russian with magna cum laude distinction in the fall semester of this year. He is currently president of the Russian Club and spent the last summer taking classes in Russia. His future plans are to work on his masters after graduation at The Catholic University of America in Washington D.C.

Trevor’s interests include working on and riding his fixed gear bicycle, along with reading classics, and playing poker with his friends. He also enjoys going to Takamatsu to get all you can eat sushi. So if you were to ever find yourself in need of help fixing your bike or wanting to discuss a good Russian novel, Trevor Riley would be a good person to know.

Celebrity Gossip
-Marisa Enriquez

- Salma Hayek has a second wedding ceremony/celebration in France.
- Miss USA pageant sparks controversy with gay marriage question.
- Spencer Pratt and Heide Montag got married for real this time.
- Drama with the Pussycat Dolls and lead singer being “featured” on latest singles.
- Nick Lachey’s girlfriend Vanessa Manillo was caught snuggling up to a 90210 star.
- New judge Kara DioGuardi is not happy on American Idol and may not return.
- Zac Efron turns down “Footloose” role to pursue more serious movie roles.